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OPERATIONAL ANAL YSIS

YOU TOO CAN BEAN AIR WAR ACE
But You'll Have to Buy Your Own Scarf
bv Robert S. Hopkins, 11/
Air War is an excellent effort (even if Dave Isby
didn't take my suggestion about using the BattleFleet Mars 3·d movement system - maybe you
would've gotten the gravitational constant right if
you had, David) and although, as Robert in·
dicates, it is intimidating, one should give it a try. I
do have a complaint about all tac flying games,
which I would like to, ah, air: everything happens
so slowly - it's more like building a plane than fly·
ing one. I suppose I'll have to wait for a good realtime microcomputer simulation.
- RAS

"Rove your assigned airspace, spot the
enemy, shoot·him down, and anything else is
rubbish."
-von Richthofen
"Everything is funny so long as it happens to
someone else."
-Will Rogers
A love for airplanes would seem natural
to someone growing up as an Air Force brat.

More so when this individual brat's father
flew everything from fighters to bombers,
and then did it again. So you can imagine my
immense pleasure when SPI produced Foxbat & Phantom. The rules were thoroughly
digested and intense playsessions ensued. It
soon became apparent that Foxbat was
grossly shortchanged when the developer got
hold of it (not to belittle a fine job by Kevin
Zucker). Rules were added for air-to-ground
combat, new planes, and even air-to-air refueling. There was even hope for super-pilot
Dad to get into the fray. Then came Air
Force.
Complexity became the key word in air
games, .as the SiMove system made bookkeeping a dreary task and "flying" secondary. Dauntless helped, but it was still Leo
Tolstoi instead of Saburo Sakai. The overdue and anxiously awaited Air War by SPI
filled a void left by all the other airgames,
and immediately moved onto the "bestseller
list." It also established a new complexity
record (8.2), passing USN as the most complex game produced by SPI. With this complexity came a major problem: how to play
A ir War? Specifically, how to get everything
out of the game for which it was originally
designed? A brief review of the game will be
conducted to allow the reader insight. as to
whether or not he should purchase the game.
Once done, both strategic and tactical
analyses will be presented to guide the novice
along the gilded path of moaern"aerial combat.

Air War is a 600 counter, eight-piece
geomorphic map game. It has some 48 pages
of rules and discussion, 16 pages of charts
and tables, playing adjuncts such as "instrument panels," and the all-important aircraft
data sheets for 31 aircraft (and their variants)
and 23 missiles. Aircraft counters have white
silhouettes of the specific aircraft represented, with the remainder being informational counters. Physically attractive, the
game does require more space than usual to
set up and play (a la Fast Carriers). It is
wholeheartedly recommended that players
take care when sorting counters to facilitate
set-up time. It is also recommended that the
aircraft and missile data sheets be kept in
clear plastic notebook folders to maintain
their viabili ty.
Mechanically, Air War functions as a
game based on probability. A given event has
a given probability of occurance, which is
then cross-referenced with a two·dice roll.
Since the probability table is used frequently,
among others, it is also recommended that
this table be copied for each player (something which SPI might consider adding to
future games.)
The rules deal not only with the game
itself, but do an excellent job of discussing
modern aerial tactics and do a likewise
superb job of integrating the same into the
game. Extensive scenarios are not present,
but more than adequate material is provided
to build a virtual plethora of scenarios. This
preparation of scenarios is as enjoyable as
playing the game itself.
Once set-up and started, Air War plays
much more smoothly than might be anticipated. To facilitate play, all players (up to
16 individuals could play. although four is
the optimum number using teams of two)
should have the sequence of play committed
to memory . SPJ wisely inCludes a rules summary, not of major concepts, but of the
minutiae which are required to play the
game. It is strongly suggested that players be
extremely familiar with these. The second
longest delay in playing Air War is the constant referral to the rules and myriad of
tables.
Air War is a beautiful game, one which
is highly accurate as a simulation. There is
however so much of it that most garners are
reluctant to spend a great deal of time
becoming attuned to its intricacies. Hopefully, this problem may be overcome with
some of the tenets presented within the confines of this article.
Like any pilot, learn to fly. Practice
level flight, banking, climbing and diving.

Prepare a set of simple maneuvers to be accomplished: make a pass over a given hex,
bank into a steep climb and reverse dfrection,
passing over the target hex from 90 degrees to
the original pass. This "cloverleafing" will
be helpful in learning the concepts of
maneuvering in a three-dimensional environment.
The rules include a section on special
maneuvers, e.g., Immelman, Barrel-roll, etc.
Each of these should be practiced for a given
aeroplane. Note that flying a thirdgeneration fighter in one scenario is quite unlike flying an older bomber in a second
scenario. These maneuvers should be committed to memory, (it seems that there is a
great deal of memorization in this game ... ).
The next topic of interest to be treated is
weapon utilization. Know the parameters of
all weapons a given aircraft will be carrying,
particularly with air-to-air missiles. These
weapons are to be treated just as another aircraft - they, too, are flown by the phasing
player. Each missile carried is useless if it is
fired in such a way that the target aircraft can
simply out-run or out-maneuver it in any
given environment.
Know your opponent's aircraft. This is
not to be construed as a suggestion to use his
aircraft data chart. Instead, it is a suggestion
to be cognizant of the potential advantages
and disadvantages of his aircraft. Use extreme care to prevent your opponent's aircraft from obaining any advantageous positions while at the same time attempting to exploit his weaknesses to the fullest.
Perhaps the most important subject in
Air War (which is poorly treated by most
players) is the set of Victory Conditions. In
many cases, the player who escapes is the
winner. An underdog aircraft pitted against
several superior aircraft can "win" by simply
passing over a given hex or by not being shot
down. Players who are desirous of a
"Turkey Shoot" should bear the Victory
Conditions close in mind when selecting a
scenario.
Basically, know what has to be done,
with what it must be accomplished, what
problems might be encountered and how
they might be best dealt with. With these
thoughs in mind, novice A ir War players will
soon find that there is a lot more to the game
that is not readily seen. It is this area to be
next explored.
Defining a specific tactic for Air War is
quite unlike discussing Wellington's Victory.
There are no terrain objectives nor units to
capture or destroy. Therefore, each scenario
played will have specific tactics to be learned
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and utilized. There are, however, key ideas
which will enhance any player's flying skills.
Think flying: Think as if you were indeed a pilot flying a MiG-25 on a reconnaissance mission over the Sinai and the two
objects aproaching you are Israeli interceptors planning to blast you from the sky.
React to a specific situation just as if you
were truly in that situation. This concept of
flying will be stressed throughout the remainder of this article.

Air=me:
•

Mikoyan MiG-25A
Foxbat

Speed: Surprisingly enough, the faster
plane is not necessarily the best plane. A high
rate of speed can often be useful. However,
an aircraft also possesses a turn mode, which
describes its ability to turn at a given speed.
This is dependent on factors such as wing
loading, wing area, flight control systems,
and other mechano-physical items . Use the
turn mode to good advantage. Keep the
speed as high as'possible (or needed) and the
turn mode as low as possible . This will allow
more maneuvering (which is the name of the
game, is it not?). Experience in Southeast
Asia and the Middle East has shown that
most dogfights occur at low speeds. This is
for two reasons, both of which may be
demonstrated in Air War. Either the airplanes themselves physically are incapable of
higher speeds (MiG-17 liS. F-4), or the faster
aircraft maneuvers best at lower speeds.
Bear in mind that reconnaissance
scenarios might encourage Mach-3 dashes
across the game board in an attempt to
"win" the scenario . In direct contrast would
be a "duel" between two "third-gen"
fighters. Clearly, speed should be utilized
judiciously.
Altitude: Height cannot be overemphasized. Aircraft which are high may
dive to gain speed and attack lower airplanes
in fewer turns than an aircraft could attack a
higher target . Again, experience has
demonstrated that aerial combat is like
DNA, an ascending helix. Aircraft combat
should occur in an optimum environment for
any aircraft, and for many, this is best
described as vertical. Thus, the bounce from
above coupled with the high-speed, low-turn
mode attack is probably the best method of
attack. By passing through the target aircraft
at a high rate of speed , the target aircraft will
not be able to catch the attacking aircraft
allowing escape or a second pass if the first
was unsuccessful. This is not to say unequivocally that Height is Right. When
fighting an electronic war, say a nuclear
strike mission with heavy ECM and a highthreat radar environment, Nape of the Earth
(NOE) flight is great. Low altitude affords
more than ample protection from heatseeking missiles and suitable protection from
radar weapons. (It should be noted that at
low altitudes many forms of anti-aircraft

weapons are in their optimum combat
envelope.) For example, a B-52H on a
nuclear strike at an altitude of 250 feet is at
the height of choice whereas an A-IO over
Central Europe is in a highly lethal environment at this altitude .
Cannon: In the late fifties and early sixties, a doctrine demeaning the airborne cannon was issued. This clesign philosophy was
reflected in the F- I d1, -102, -106, and F-4
(nee F-IlO). The value of the airborne cannon is of such recognized importance today
as to warrant the addition of the "Six. Pack"
to the F-106 and the M6AIE in the nose of
theF-4E.
Cannon combat in Air War is critical.
Cannon fire may cOI1).pletely destroy a target
aircraft Or cripple it to the point where it
becomes ineffective as an airborne fighting
weapon. Cannon is best used from close
range. This necessitates a commanding
knowledge of maneuvering toward the
target. More specifically, attack with cannon
fire is best executed from directly behind and
slightly above. Note that this conflicts with
the concept of behind and below. The latter
concep t is best used to avoid visual contact
with the target aircraft. Maintaining height is
still of importance . If the opponent climbs to
escape your fi re, he will climb right into it,
slowing as he goes . If he dives, you will inevitably remain behind him in the dive, still
firing away. One additional note about cannon use : don't waste cannon shots, particularly low-probability, high-range shots.
'Nuff said.
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Aircraft Name:

McDonnell Douglas F-4E
Phantom

Heat-Seeking missiles: Heats are the
next best thing to cannon in dogfights. However, their use is dependent on a variety of
factors, which often limit their use. A good
player will strive to keep the enemy aircraft
inside the launch envelope of the heat.
seeking missile he carries.
Like cannon, the above and behind 1.. '
tack is best (of times the only) place to launch
a heat-seeking missile. Advanced heats, such
as the AIM-9L, can strike from any direction, but the better pilot will prefer the "up
the pipe" shot from behind.
Heat-seeking missiles have several major drawbacks. They are virtually useless at
low altitudes due to ground clutter (an example of when it is better to stay low). This is
offset by an aircraft which emits a high exhaust temperature . Nonetheless, the chance
for a missile to malfunction at very low
altitudes is still greater than the worth of
"wasting" the shot. If it is the only shot you
may take, then by all means, take it. Things
can't get worse.
Heat-seeking missiles are also prone to
go ballistic (become defective and useless) by
tracking the sun as a heat source. They are
also highly susceptible to jamming by
relatively simple means, e.g., hot gas or

flares. They are also limited in range, so a
close-in shot is required.
One ~ord of warning when firing a heatseeking missile into a crowd: the missile will
track the nearest target regardless of nationality. Avoid scoring kills against your
fellow aircraft.
Radar-Homing Missiles: Radar-homing
missiles have one major advantage: the longrange kill. In many cases, an out-and-out
dogfight between two aircraft is quite biased.
To offset this problem, indirect combat may
be utilized. Specifically. send a single weapon
to destroy a better target. The Israelis used
this concept to good advantage by using
precision-guided munitions (PGMs) against
highly-lethal targets, such as SAM sites.
Classically, the comparison becomes
more vivid in Air War. An F-14 may not be
able to "out-dogfight" a gaggle of MiG-17s,
it can, however, fire its compliment of
Phoenix missiles from a great distance with a
high degree of accuracy. still emerging the
victor.
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A ircraft Name:

Grumman F-14A
Tomcat
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Aircraft Name:

Mikoyan MiG-17D
Fresco
Like any other weapon systems, radarhoming missiles have some type of shortcoming. The first of these, although not a
technical flaw, does indeed impair their use.
Some nationalities prohibit the unconfirmed
firing of missiles at target aircraft. For example, the U.S. required visual confirmation of
a target over North Vietnam before it could
be attacked. In many cases, this necessitated
the firing aircraft losing its advantage of being able to attack from outside visual range.
As with heat-seeking missiles, radarhoming missiles are susceptible to ground
clutter and thus lose their effectiveness when
fired at targets at low altitudes, particularly
when the firing aircraft is more than 2500
feet above the target. Radar-homing missiles
are also jammable with the myriad of ECM
devices which are available in the game. This
is particularly so when playing a hypothelical
modern-day scenario as the non-U.S. country.
Radar-homing missiles also require a
two-turn radar lock-on before the missile
may be fired. Thus, while remaining locked
onto a target aircraft, the tracking aircraft
may not radar search for or engage in combat '
by other means with any other aircraft (the
F-14, F-15, and MRCA are notable exceptions). Care must be taken not to allow the
tracking aircraft to allow the target aircraft
to leave the tracking aircraft's radar search
area, or to allow the target aircraft to evade
or break the lock-on.
/continued on page I>J
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iion follows a logarithmic curve. Straight
lines were used because the data used to compute the curves was only within 10010 of actual, just as the straight lines are within 10%
of a log curve. Straight lines were found
easier to see and use when the system was
tested.
The unit. types for calculating nuclear
blast effects are straight from the current
doctrine. This is why effect curves were available for them. It should be noted that personnel are not dispersed, pinned , or suppressed by the effects of a nuclear blast. They
are either casualties or physically able to
fight. In reality, certain blast effects will
cause a "pinning" of a few personnel at the
"safe" ranges given on Chart II. Night
blindness (due to the atomic flash), ringing
ears, slight blast shock (shell shock), cuts and
bruises, may be experienced by some personnel. But it will be so few to the right of the
E-E line that it will not affect small unit performance. To the left of the E-E line, some
may have these light effects, but so many will
have greater injuries that a fireteam will be
ineffective for at least the rest of the day. It
will be evacuating its wounded, fixing its
weapons, waiting for sight or hearing to return, and such things as to render the team
unfit for combat.

Note 5 (See Nuclear Weapons Effects).
Moderate damage to vehicles is defined as
damage that can be fixed by the crew, but
such damage as to make the vehicle completely unfit for combat. This is beyond the
definition of vehicle suppression used in
FireFight. Nuclear blast will clog radiators
and grills, clog exhausts, clog weapon barrels, crack view port prisms, fill view ports
with earth, fill engines with debris without
harming them, burst tires, break treads,
remove ATGM rails, remove external
machineguns, and similar damage that the
crew can fix, but which prevents the vehicle
from performing its normal mission.
It may be more realistic to treat the last
ten minutes of nuclear moderate damage
delay as being normal vehicular suppression.
But the vehicle remains in the suppressed or
Kms state until it does not move for ten
minutes (15 FireFight Game-Turns). While
this may be realistic, it involved so much
bookkeeping when tested that it was not included in the regular rules due to playing delays it caused.
Commentary on the Nuclear Battlefield
When playing FireFight, one rather
quickly falls into a pattern of placing smoke
on Enemy positions and overrunning them
just before the smoke clears. Such close-in
massed combat creates large Enemy casualties with the fewest Friendly casualties when
well executed. But then the Enemy masses his
forces in a fortified position and usually
prevents the attempted overrun. Both sides
then tend to mass or bunch-up their units to
gain maximum local fire-power.
But nuclear weapons change this ten·
dency. As soon as an attacker bunches his
forces, they are nuked into dust. When a de-

fender builds a too-strong hardspot, it too
gets nuked into vapor.
The attacker then disperses his forces
across a wide front for the approach march
toward an Enemy hard spot, smoking the objective as usual, but not actually massing his
units until they arive on the Enemy hardspot.
And the normal bloodshed occurs, with the
attackers massed too close to the defender
for a defensive tactical nuke to do any good,
until too late.
Consolidation of the objective, which
classically meant the reorganization of the
trench lines so they face their former owners,
rather than their former enemy, now has a
new meaning. It means quickly dispersing
away from the just captured hardspot, to
avoid any follow-up nuke its former owners
may have called in just before their demise.
For the defender, the nuclear battlefield
also means dispersion. His hardspots must be
small enough not to tempt the enemy to nuke
them, but big enough to withstand an attack
like the one just described. The dilemma is
apparently unsolvable, because the Enemy
will nuke anything too big to easily overrun.
So the defender uses a liquid mobile defense,
few if any hardspots, and lots of electronic
sensors and patrols.
When the direction and apparent intent
of Enemy movement is detected, several
defending platoons and companies are set in
motion from their widely and deeply dispersed positions. Their movements are timed
so their arrival at the ambush position coincides with the arrival of the Enemy at the selected site. This again makes too intimate a
contact for either side to use nukes. If the attacking force is too big for the counterattacking or ambushing force, the counterattack
withdraws leaving blockades to hold the
Enemy position until a nuke can impact on
them. The counterattacking force then destroys any survivors and again disperses.
The Warsaw Pact echeloned attack formation may make this mop-up and disperse
tactic difficult. The second echelon becomes
an ambushing force for the opposing ambushing force . This could result in a series of
entrapments and counter-entrapments, with
the wiliest commander being among the few
survivors. World War Two battlefields had
nothing even remotely resembling this. The
closest example might be the desert warfare
in North Africa, where battles consisted of
several days of maneuver to entrap the opponent for a few hours of actual combat. But
even then, the battlefields were described in
tens of kilometers and forces in brigades and
battalions, where the nuclear battlefield will
be described in hundreds of kilometers, and
forces in platoons and companies. And there
will be no front lines, only local perimeters of
platoons and companies, all mixed together
like lettuce and vegetables in tossed salad.
They will be constantly tossed, trying to trap
without being trapped, observe and nuke
without being observed and nuked, and find
somebody's resupply trains to use to keep
going.
The depth and width of the FireFight
battlefield should be doubled to allow proper

dispersion for any given Scenario with nuclear weapons inclUded. The number of nuclear
weapons included should also be limited, just
as the supplies of warheads is limited in reality. A 0.5 KT or 1 KT weapon with one warhead per company, and a 2 KT or 5 KJ' weapon with one warhead per battalion is about
righ t for addition of nuclear weapons to FireFigh t Scenarios.
While some may insist that lighting the
comer of the battlefield map with a match is
the best nuclear simulation, you wiII find the
dispersion of reality a challenge worth
simulating.

You Too Can Be an
Air War Ace {conti71,<edJrompageJj
Again, like heat-seeking missiles, radarhoming missiles have aerodynamic launch
envelopes, so the ability to launch any type of
missile is limited by preceding maneuvers or
the attitude of the launching aircraft. Radarhoming missiles are perhaps the most difficult weapons to use as they have a great deal
of pre-launch req uiremen ts to accomplish (or
avoid) before they may be fired.
When selecting weapons loads for particular scenarios, it is strongly advised to be
quite discriminating. Cannon weapons are in
order (unless the addition of a pod would
cause the carrying aircraft to be in a loaded
configuration). The selection of missiles is
also to be based on the previous idea, that of
loaded configuration. The player must also
take into account the combat environment
and the expected target aircraft, altitude considerations, the ECM environment, the time
of day the combat is supposedly about to encompass, and the effectiveness of the carrying aircraft in firing that weapon, e.g., the
ability to search and lock on with its onboard radar.
concepts of aerial combat have been treated
in a game-objective manner. There remains
an extensive quanitity of optional rules inAir
War, such as visual and radar search, air-toground and ground-to-air combat, and pilot
capability, which make the game truly the
gem that it is. These optional rules are of
such magnitude and complexity that they are
best treated in a separate premise, rather
than in this introduction to Air War.
Without a doubt, Air War is a complex
game. But is by far the best and most accurate, yet most playable, game of aerial
combat available today. It is certainly worth
adding to any collection of great wargames.

